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1 Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful computer simulation tool used to
model and predict the properties of many-body systems.

Using what can

essentially be described as numerical solving of an n-body problem, molecular
simulation tools can provide good statistical averages for various properties
of systems across an impressive range of scale and complexity [1].
Water reorientation plays an important role in many physiological processes. The orientation of the neighbouring water molecules of a solute can
drastically alter the transition energies of e.g.

ion transport, protein fold-

ing and chemical reactions in both solutions and membranes. [1, 2] While
the physical phenomena regarding reorientation in pure water are well documented and understood, some questions still remain regarding the eects of
various non-water molecules and ions on water reorientation [1].
The focus of this study is on one such ionic compound:

sodium chlo-

ride (NaCl), and the eects it has on the reorientation of surrounding water
molecules when present in an aqueous solution. These eects are modeled
and studied using a series of molecular dynamics simulations ranging from
bulk water to a system best described as "slightly wet salt".
Furthering our understanding of the properties of saline solutions by improving the ability to model their properties is also a key factor in improving
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging techniques for both industrial
and medical use.

For example Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) uses

strong magnetic elds to create a dierence between the energies of the spin
states of the nuclei in the studied material.

Weaker radio-frequency elds

are then used to create transitions between these states forcing the net magnetization out of its equilibrium state.

Relaxation phenomena then cause

the total magnetisation to return to its thermal equilibrium, which produces
electromagnetic signals that can then be processed into an image, essentially
mapping the location of the studied material in a given sample. In clinical
and research MRI hydrogen atoms are most commonly used as the studied nuclei due to their spin of 1/2 and natural abundance in living tissue.
The reorientational motion of water molecules contributes to the relaxation
phenomena of the their hydrogen nuclei, making water reorientation an important part of MRI research.
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2 Theory

2.1 Molecular Dynamics
A classical molecular dynamics program handles the motion of all simulated
particles by using purely Newtonian dynamics. This method of evaluating
the trajectories (i.e. positions, velocities and accelerations) of particles works
well for systems consisting of liquids and gases close to standard conditions
for pressure and temperature. Quantum eects usually come into play only
when simulating chemical reactions, translational or rotation motion of light
atoms, or when very high frequency vibrations with frequencies

hv > kB T

v

such that

are present [1]. Before describing how the standard MD simulation

loop works it is important to look at how the program calculates the forces
between each particle in the simulated system. The potential energy of an
atom (an atomic potential) can generally be split into bonded and nonbonded
terms

ETotal = EBonded + ENonbonded ,

(1)

where bonded terms include all interactions between atoms linked by covalent bonds, and nonbonded (also known as noncovalent) interactions include
the eects of long range electrostatic and van der Waals forces. A force eld
describes the functional form and the parameter sets to calculate these potentials. These parameters are usually obtained by tting to experimental data
and/or quantum mechanical calculations.

Depending on the type of force

eld used, atoms can either be treated separately, or alternatively, molecules
or local clusters of atoms can be combined into larger interaction centres.
Since every molecular dynamics program has been purpose-built with a
specic focus in mind, there are in general as many ways of performing an
MD simulation as there are available algorithms.

Most of these programs

do still luckily share some similarities which can be used to form a general
picture of the workings of a MD simulation.
This imaginary "standard" MD simulation would likely proceed as follows: rst the initial state of the studied system is created and from it the
total forces aecting each particle are calculated. These values are then fed
into Newton's equations of motion and used to solve the positions, velocities
and accelerations of each atom during a specic time interval (also known as
a time step or frame). Once this initial step has been completed the total
forces can again be calculated using the updated positions and velocities,
which can then be used to determine the positions and velocities for the next
step. This calculation loop of force calculation and positional updating can
then be repeated as long as necessary. Saving data from the simulation (e.g.
positions, velocities, or potential energies) for analysis is generally done at
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constant intervals, which usually consists of hundreds or even thousands of
individual calculation steps. If the aim of the simulation is to collect statistical averages from the system then the longer the simulation is kept running
the more accurate the results will become. This is due to the concept known
as ergodicity theorem, stating that all accessible microstates of a system
with the same energy are equiprobable if the system is allowed to exist for a
suciently long period of time.
Studying of specic thermodynamic states can be accomplished by rst
equilibrating the system. During equilibration one or more system parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure or volume) are assigned target values and
the system is then adjusted in runtime in order to maintain these targets.
After the equilibration conditions have been set, the simulation is then left
running until it has drifted into a stable conguration, where its properties
no longer experience any long-term drift but have instead stabilised around
certain average values. Once the system has reached this desired state (i.e.
it has been equilibrated) the simulation run can begin using this state as a
starting point.
Molecular dynamics simulation is, however, not without its limitations.
Although a powerful tool when used correctly it is important to remember
that MD simulations are always approximations and/or idealizations of realworld phenomena. For example the parameter sets used to represent particles
and their interactions in a MD simulation are as previously stated generally
obtained from real-world experiments and quantum mechanical calculations.
This naturally places and upper limit for the accuracy of these parameter
sets, any simulation that uses them, to that of the original experiment or
calculation.
Another fundamental limitation of MD are the time and memory requirements that arise from the force evaluation during each simulation cycle. Since
every particle in the system exerts a force on every other particle, the amount
2
of calculations needed for the evaluation of force scales as a factor of N as
the size of the system increases. This intrinsic feature of many-body systems
increases the time and processing power requirements of larger simulations
 consisting of thousands or millions of particles  well beyond that of even
the most powerful contemporary calculation devices.
This problem of increasing computational costs is most often solved with
the use of various approximations and idealizations that aim to strike a balance between the accuracy of the simulated system and the computational
resources required to realize it. These approximations can vary based on the
available calculation methods and computing power, and some of the more
commonly used ones used include, for example, approximating the particles
in a system as point objects and/or modeling covalent bonds either as rigid
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"sticks" or as simple springs.
Another way for MD programs to reduce the computing power required
for every force-evaluation phase is to reduce the amount of calculations required during each simulation cycle. Assuming that the particles are spread
out homogeneously and isotropically in the simulated system, the relative
strength of each individual electrostatic interaction between two particles
scales according to the inverse square law. This makes the impact of a single
long-range interaction almost negligible. However the amount of particles in
2
a spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr << r is proportional to r dr,
which greatly increases the amount of particles - and potential interactions
- at longer ranges, making their combined eect too large to ignore. By setting a cuto distance for the inter-atomic forces (a distance after which any
further interactions are ignored) a balance can be made between the rapidly
increasing amount of interactions and the time and eort needed to calculate them. Naturally this makes the choice of the cuto an important factor
in force-evaluation, since it directly inuences both the amount of time and
processing power required for each calculation cycle and the actual accuracy
of the simulated system. Interactions happening at the very end of the cuto are also an important factor to consider, since just abruptly stopping all
interactions as the cuto distance is reached can cause the particles to behave erratically. This problem is usually solved by slowly scaling down these
inter-atomic interactions near the cuto distance by using of one or more
smoothing functions that dampen the calculated forces.
One example of force calculation is determining the electrostatic interaction between two particles. A common method used for calculating this
non-bonded interaction is called a Particle Mesh Ewald (PME), where the
direct summation of interaction energies

ETOT =

X

r r )=E

ϕ( i −

j

sr

+ Elr

(2)

i,j
is split into short- and long-range components

Esr

and

Etr ,

which can then

be calculated separately. In the short-range summation

Esr =

X

r r)

ϕsr ( i −

j

(3)

i,j
the generic interaction potential

r

ϕ( )

between two point particles is calcu-

lated in real space. The functional form of this interaction potential varies
depending on the type of potential used.
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On the other hand the long-range Ewald summation

E`r =

X

Φ̃`r (k) |ρ̃(k)|2

(4)

k
is calculated in Fourier space and symbols

Φ̃`r

and

k

ρ̃( ) represent the Fourier

transforms of the electrical potential and charge density.
When using PME to evaluate the interparticle forces it is important to
take into account that the use of Ewald summation presented in equation
(4) requires that the system in question be innitely periodic, meaning that
the studied system must be able to be simulated as spatially innite.

For

the purposes of MD this can be achieved by creating a charge neutral unit
cell and repeating its periodic images as necessary. Special care must also
be taken when choosing the cuto distance for interparticle interactions in
a periodic system.

If the cuto distance is too large the studied particle

will end up interacting with itself through one or more of its counterparts in
neighbouring periodic images, while too short of a cuto will lead to errors
in force calculation.

When calculating interactions in a periodic system it

is also important to answer two new questions: what happens to a particle
once it leaves its original unit cell and how to calculate interactions between
neighbouring periodic images?

For the purposes of this work these issues

are solved using the following methods:

particle wrapping and minimum

image convention. Particle wrapping refers to the practice of restricting the
particle coordinates to a single unit cell, resulting in the particle wrapping to
the opposite side of the cell once it exits the periodic boundary. Minimumimage convention describes the practice of allowing each individual particle
to interact with the closest periodic image of the remaining particles in the
system.

2.2 Reorientation
This study uses a time-correlation function (TCF) to measure the average
reorientational motion of the molecules in the studied systems. For a given
body-xed vector (e.g. water H-H vector or dipole moment) this correlation
function tracks how fast the memory of the vector's initial orientation is
lost.

Assuming that the system is in a steady state and all the studied

molecules can be treated equally, an average TCF for the studied vector can
be generated by computing the average of all TCFs in the system. The TCF
used for this study can be described with the following function

u

u

C2 (t) = hP2 [ (t0 ) · (t − t0 )]i,
6

(5)

where

u(t)

is the chosen vector at time

polynomial

t and P2

is the second order Legendre

1
P2 (x) = (3x2 − 1).
2

(6)

The mechanisms governing pure water reorientation can be divided into two
main categories depending on the timescale in which their eects take place
[2]. Initially the system undergoes fast partial reorientation on a subpicosecond timescale, which is then followed by a slower full reorientation on the
picosecond timescale.

2.2.1 Subpicosecond Reorientation
The initial rapid subpicosedond reorientation is a result of the water molecule's
reciprocating motion which is rapidly restricted by the hydrogen bonds (HBs)
between its neighbouring water molecules. This phenomenon more commonly
known as molecular libration results in a fast (< 200 fs) but limited reorientation where each

OH bond executes a wobbling motion in a cone whose axis

is the (donor-acceptor) direction of its respective hydrogen bond [3].

The

strength of this hydrogen bond directly aects the semiangle of the cone,
where a strong hydrogen bond leads to a tighter cone.

2.2.2 Picosecond Reorientation
The longer picosecond scale reorientation can be separated into two distinct
mechanisms: large amplitude angular jumps and frame tumbling [4]. This
chapter will rst consider the sudden large-amplitude angular jumps, where
the hydrogen in a water OH bond rapidly switches its HB acceptors [2].
Before further describing the large-amplitude angular jump mechanism,
it is important to introduce the concept of a solvent shell. In a solvent it is
common to refer to the closest neighbouring solvent molecules of an observed
particle as a solvent shell. Since a solvent shell constitutes of a single layer of
molecules, a studied particle is naturally surrounded by a layered structure
of solvation shells where the shell closest to the particle is usually denoted
as the rst shell.
The process leading to a single large-amplitude angular jump begins when
a water molecule, or any other suitable acceptor, approaches the initial donora
acceptor pair HO*-H* · · · O H2 , usually originating from the second solvation
a
shell. Once the oxygen atoms of the original acceptor O and the approaching
b
O are equidistant from O* the water OH-bond can execute a large amplitude
angular jump between the two acceptors caused by the breaking of the inia
b
tial O*H* · · · O and the joint formation of the new O*H* · · · O HB-bonds.
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During the transition-state the HB momentarily corresponds to a symmetric
bifurcated HB between the old and new acceptor, where H* donates a HB
a
b
b
to both O and O . After the jump event the new HB HO*-H* · · · O H2
a
stabilises and the original acceptor O leaves the rst shell [2, 4].
The large-amplitude angular jump model has been constructed from the
basis of the Ivanov model [5] which, while a good approximation for picosecond reorientation, ignores the previously mentioned subpicosecond reorientation by assuming that while the HB between two water molecules

HO*-H* · · · OH2

remains intact the

O*H*

direction remains frozen. This is

however not the case due to both librations mentioned in chapter 2.1 and the
slow rotation of the

HO*H* · · · OH-bond axis henceforth referred to as frame

tumbling. While the eects of libration can usually be ignored when using a
picosecond timescale, the change in orientation caused by frame tumbling is
generally too large to ignore [2, 4].
The total eects of large-amplitude angular jumps and frame tumbling
can be combined using the extended jump model (EJM).

1
τ EJM
n

where

τnEJM , τnjump

and

τnframe

=

1
τnjump

+

1
τnframe

,

(7)

describe the overall correlation time of reori-

entation and the contributions made by angular jumps and frame tumbling
respectively.

Calculations made by Laage & Hynes indicate that the sec-

ond order reorientation time

2.2

ps and

5.2

approximately

τ2

for angular jumps and frame tumbling are

ps respectively. [4]. This makes the angular jump mechanism

2.4

times faster that that of frame tumbling, making it the

stronger of the two phenomena.

3 Software & Hardware
The programs used during the simulations and analysis were obtained either as free distributions or using an academic license. Additional programs
not listed below included various text editors and other necessary auxiliary
software.
AmberTools16 was used for creating the initial pre-optimization states of
the studied systems, distributing the ions and molecules within said periodic
cells, and for early visualisation of the systems. AmberTools16 is the system
generation and analysis tool included in the Amber16 molecular simulation
software package [6].
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The simulations were accomplished using the molecular dynamics pro-

1

gram NAMD (Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics) version 2.12b1 [7].

Prelimi-

nary visualisation and analysis of the systems before and after the simulations
was accomplished using VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) [8].
Analysis of the TCFs was completed using a modied MDAnalysis package provided by Jouni Karjalainen. MDAnalysis is an open source objectoriented Python library used in the analysis of MD trajectories [9], [10]. The
preliminary work, simulations and subsequent analysis were all done using a
commercially available desktop computer with a 6-core 3.5 GHz AMD processor.

4 Computational Methods
4.1 System Description

The primary simulations consisted of a set of 11 isothermal-isobaric (N P T )
ensemble MD simulations.

Pressure control of 1 bar was established and

maintained using a Langevin piston, which dynamically scales the size of the
unit cell and rescales all atomic coordinates as needed.

The temperature

target for each system was set to 300 K and maintained using Langevin
dynamics [11].
The parameter set chosen for water molecules during the simulations was
Na+ and Cl− ions was one

TIP4P/2005, while the set used for representing

created by Joung & Cheatham on the basis of the original TIP4P set [12], [13].
Long range Coulombic interactions were modeled using the Particle Mesh
Ewald method [1].

All periodic boundary interactions were handled using

minimum-image convention and the specic cuto distances for electrostatic
and van der Waals interactions were set to 12 Å with a switching function of
the form

SW (R, Ron , Rof f ) =




0

2
2
2
2
(R2 −Rof
f ) (Rof f +2R −3Ron )



1

2
2 3
(Rof
f −Ron )

if

R > Rof f

if

Rof f > R > Ron

if

R < Ron

(8)

applied for all van der Waals interactions with distances longer than 10 Å.
The total number of water molecules and ion pairs were xed at

Nion pairs = 550

with an even number of anions and cations.

NH 2 O +

The range of

1 NAMD was developed by the Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group in the
Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
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Nion pairs

was

0 − 500

ion pairs with increments of

50

ion pairs for each sub-

sequent system. The ions and molecules within the simulated unit cells were
distributed randomly using the AmberTools16 built-in algorithm [6].

The

initial unit cell basis vectors were set to (29.95, 29.54, 29.48) Ångstrom re3
sulting in a cube-shaped periodic unit cell with a volume of 26086.21 Å .
The specic ion concentrations for each system were calculated using averaged post-equilibration unit cell volumes both of which can be found in Table
2.

4.2 Simulation
The simulation process started with an initial 0 K temperature geometry
optimization lasting 1000 steps. Immediately afterwards the thermostat was
activated for the remainder of the simulation causing the temperature average
of each system to raise to 300 K within the rst 5 ps. Each simulation ran
for a total duration of 2 ns using a time step of 1 fs. The positional data of
the particles in each system were saved every 100 fs resulting in a total of 11
individual simulations each producing an output containing 20000 frames of
data.

4.3 Analysis
The reorientation analysis of the intramolecular water H-H vectors was performed using the previously described TCF (Eq. 5). An equilibration time of
300 ps (3000 frames) was chosen for each system and a corresponding number of frames were subsequently discarded from all of the trajectories before
initiating the reorientation analysis, reducing the amount of data in each of
the in 11 sets to 17000 frames.
A simple monoexponential tting was chosen for modeling the TCFs for
each simulation:

t

N (t) = Ae− τ ,
where
and

τ

A

(9)

represents the initial state of the time-correlation function at

t=0

describes the correlation time of reorientation. The TCFs used for t-

ting calculation were truncated upon the encounter of a negative TCF value.
If no negative values were encountered the corresponding tting function was
calculated using the full set of 17000 frames. The lengths of the TCFs used
for the calculations are presented in Table 1 under the name

10

tf it .

5 Results

5.1 Reorientation
The time-correlation functions

C2 (t)

and the monoexponential ttings cal-

culated from them using function (9) have been plotted in Figures 1 to 11,
starting from bulk water with increasing

NaCl

concentrations for each sub-

sequent system. Each of these gures consists of two graphs: the rst graph
visualizes the initial rapid reorientation and the subsequent exponential decay by displaying both the

C2 (t) and the tting results in a logarithmic scale,

which are then followed by the same results in a linear scale to give a better
overview of the reorientation process during the entire length of each simulation. Since the TCFs were truncated at the rst negative value, the lengths
of the corresponding logarithmic plots are similarly shortened.

Table 1: Comparison between the lengths of the TCF data used for t generation
for each simulated system and relevant parameters extracted from the monoexponential ts.
NH 2 O
550

tt

(ps)

A

τ

(ps)

25

0.79

500

95

0.71

5.89

450

220

0.62

17.80

400

500

0.57

53.33

350

1000

0.54

128.97

300

1700

0.49

309.96

250

1700

0.51

480.79

200

1700

0.56

877.93

150

1700

0.61

985.13

100

1700

0.59

1270.36

50

1700

0.55

954.29

11

3.04

Figure 1: Time-correlation function for water 1H-1H vector orientation (C2 (t))
for bulk water and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear
scale.
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Figure 2: C2 (t) for the system containing 500 water molecules and 50 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.

Figure 3: C2 (t) for the system containing 450 water molecules and 100 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.
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Figure 4: C2 (t) for the system containing 400 water molecules and 150 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.

Figure 5: C2 (t) for the system containing 350 water molecules and 200 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.
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Figure 6: C2 (t) for the system containing 300 water molecules and 250 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.

Figure 7: C2 (t) for the system containing 250 water molecules and 300 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.
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Figure 8: C2 (t) for the system containing 200 water molecules and 350 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.

Figure 9: C2 (t) for the system containing 150 water molecules and 400 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.
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Figure 10: C2 (t) for the system containing 100 water molecules and 450 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.

Figure 11: C2 (t) for the system containing 50 water molecules and 500 ion pairs,
and the monoexponential t plotted both in a logarithmic and linear scale.
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Figures 1 and 2 show that the TCFs for water reorientation at bulk water
(system NH2 O (550)) and low ion concentrations (system NH2 O (500)) decay
towards zero within the rst 100 ps of the simulations. The correlation times
for both TCFs are also found to be within 10 ps.
Analysis of systems NH2 O (450) to NH2 O (350), represented in Figures 3 to
5, reveals that as the amount of Na

+

and Cl



ions increases further in each

subsequent system so too does the correlation time for each corresponding
TCF. As before the TCFs still decay to zero within the rst nanosecond,
though the corresponding correlation times are rapidly increasing in tandem
with the salt concentration of each subsequent system.
The time-correlation functions of systems NH2 O (250) to NH2 O (50), presented in Figures 7-11), no longer decay to zero within the runtime of the
simulations. As before the correlation times continue to increase with each
subsequent system until system 11, where the correlation time experiences a
sudden decrease.
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5.2 Temperature & Volume
In order to assess the quality of the equilibration of each simulation, temperature and volume values for each system were also collected from the
simulation data.

Moving averages over 20 and 150 ps were calculated for

these values and plotted in gures 12 to 22. The initial 300 ps reserved for
system equilibration were also omitted from these Figures.

Figure 12: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for bulk water.
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Figure 13: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (500)

Figure 14: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (450)
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Figure 15: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (400)

Figure 16: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (350)
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Figure 17: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (300)

Figure 18: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (250)
22

Figure 19: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (200)

Figure 20: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (150)
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Figure 21: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (100)

Figure 22: Moving averages over 20 ps and 150 ps for temperature and volume
plotted as functions of time for the system NH2 O (50)
24

The temperature graphs in all gures uctuate around

∆T = ±10

maximum uctuations of

T = 300

K with

K indicating that the thermostat is

working as intended in maintaining the thermal equilibrium. The addition
of ions (and subsequent removal of water molecules) does not appear to have
any notable eect on the temperature control.
Analysis of systems NH2 O (550) to NH2 O (250) presented in gures 12−18
shows no clear trends present in system volumes. All of these systems reach
an equilibrium within the allocated equilibration time and there are no notable uctuations from this state during the remainders of any of these simulations. System NH2 O (250) appears to display a slight downward trend, but
is still deemed to be within acceptable range for volume equilibration.
The simulation runs of systems NH2 O (200) and NH2 O (150) presented in
gures 19−20 no longer completely equilibrate during the allocated 300 ps
equilibration time. System NH2 O (200) displays a clear volume gradient lasting approximately 300 ps, before reaching an apparent equilibrium for the
remainder of the simulation. Though not as prominent as the drift in Figure
19, system NH2 O (150) presented in Figure 20 also shows a volume drift lasting approximately 500 ps.

Generally a system's production run should be

substantially longer than its equilibration time, making the results obtained
from this system somewhat uncertain.
The continuous downward trend in system volume observed in Figures
21 and 22 lasts for the entire duration of both simulations, resulting in incomplete volume equilibration of these systems. Care should be taken when
drawing conclusions from results obtained from these simulations.

5.3 Correlations Times
The correlation times of reorientation from Table 1 have been plotted in
Figure 23. Both the aforementioned gure and data in Table 1 indicate that

τ

and

NNaCl

appear to be correlated. A Pearson product-moment correlation

coecient calculated between these values results in a coecient of 0.9334,
which indicates a strong positive correlation. Even though the TCFs of some
of the systems with high

NaCl

concentrations did not decay to zero during

the simulation time, both the visual inspection and the calculated correlation

NNaCl systems. A
nH2 O (50), which will be

coecient still point at the presence of correlation in high
single exception to this conclusion is the system
discussed further in the following section.
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Figure 23: Correlation times of water H-H vector reorientation plotted as a function of NNaCl .
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6 Discussion & Conclusions
6.1 Discussion

+
−
As more and more water molecules in the system get replaced by Na and Cl
−
ions, the probability of one or more Cl ions being present in the solvation
shell of an individual water molecule increases. This new hydrophilic binding
site can lead to a large-amplitude angular jump between the water molecule
−
and Cl , where a water HB donor switches its acceptor from either water
−
to Cl
or vice versa [14]. The dynamics of these large-amplitude angular
jumps dier from that of bulk water due to a transition-state hydrogenbond (TSHB) eect. According to Laage & Hynes, an approximately 6-fold
increase in reorientation time can be detected for switch events where a water
−
molecule initially H-bonded to another water switches its acceptor to Cl
[14]. This directly decreases both the occurrence probability and frequency
of the primary contributor to the system's long-time reorientation, the largeamplitude angular jumps between water HB acceptors, resulting in a marked
slowdown in the system's reorientation kinetics [2].
Curiously the correlation time for system NH2 O (50) (Figure 11) is noticeably lower than that of the previous system NH2 O (100) (Figure 10), which
appears to break the previously observed correlation between

τ

and salt con-

centration. This can be explained by the incomplete volume of equilibration,
which has an adverse eect on the

τ

calculation. Additionally the TCFs of

systems NH2 O (100) and NH2 O (150) (Figures 9-10) have not decayed to zero
during the course of the simulations, so calculating reorientation times for
these systems does not necessarily give an accurate answer. Further testing
with longer equilibration and simulation times is required in order to properly
equilibrate these systems.
The quality of the monoexponential ts were assessed using a combination
of visual examination and a residual analysis spanning the post-equilibration
length of the simulation. Visual inspection of Figures 1-11 and the constants

A from Table 1 show that the ts and C2 (t) plots diverge signicantly during
the initial 10 ps in each simulation. This seems to indicate that the monoexponential t is incapable of properly modeling the initial rapid subpicosecond
reorientation present in all systems. After this initial divergence the quality
of the ts improve noticeably when representing the slower picosecond scale
reorientation.

Additionally the ts for systems with small salt concentra-

tions and short correlation times appear to systematically decay somewhat
faster than the simulated correlation functions. This is especially prominent
in systems NH2 O (550) to NH2 O (300) (Figures 2 to 6), though its eects are
likely small.
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Residual analysis was accomplished by rst calculating the average absolute residuals between each post-equilibration

C2 (t)

and their corresponding

ts. These residuals were then normalized using the same TCF lengths as
t generation and are shown in Table 2. Barring a few notable exceptions
all of the average residuals are close or below 0.015, indicating that the ts
correspond well with the TCF data.
The abnormally large residual of system NH2 O (550) is caused by the disproportionally large eect of the initial divergence on the average residual.
The short length of the TCF data combined with the large divergence during
the rst picosecond leads to a smaller sample size for the averaging, which
gives extra weight to the large residual values present during the rst picosecond of each TCF. This same eect can also be seen to a lesser degree
in the average residuals of systems NH2 O (500) and NH2 O (450).
The

NaCl

concentrations presented in Table 2 have all been calculated

using the post-equilibration volume averages, making their accuracy directly
reliant on the proper volume equilibration during simulation. This unfortunately calls into question the accuracy of both the volume averages and
concentrations calculated for the nal three systems NH2 O (150

− 50),

NaCl

due to

the incomplete volume equilibration of these systems.
The solubility of

NaCl

in water at 25 C (298.15 K) is 6.1598 mol/L.

Comparing this to the concentration values presented in Table 2 reveals that
the only non-saturated system containing
of

NaCl

NaCl is NH2 O (500).

As the amount

in the systems increases even further they rapidly exit the realm of

anything conventionally described as a saline solution.

Table 2: Comparison of the normalized average residuals, average unit cell volumes and average NaCl concentrations between each simulated system.
3

mol
cNaCl ( dm
3)

NH 2 O

Residual (normalized)

550

0.0396

16595.37

500

0.0194

15716.29

5.28

450

0.0163

15157.26

10.95

400

0.0136

14864.50

16.76

350

0.0208

14694.34

22.60

300

0.0118

14526.62

28.58

250

0.0126

14478.74

34.41

200

0.0116

14415.67

40.32

150

0.0059

14450.80

45.96

100

0.0146

14634.34

51.06

50

0.0129

14611.21

56.82
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6.2 Conclusions
A water molecule in bulk water reorients in two distinct timescales, each with
their corresponding mechanisms. On a subpicosecond timescale the reorientation is the product of molecular libration of the water OH bonds, while the
slower picosecond scale reorientation is dominated by both frame tumbling
and rapid large-amplitude angular jumps between water HB acceptors [4].
Average water H-H reorientation times were studied using a set of 11
classical NPT ensemble MD simulations of
from bulk water with increasing

NaCl

NaCl

dissolved in water, starting

concentrations for each subsequent

system. For each of these simulations an average second-order time correlation function (TCF) for water H-H vector reorientation was calculated, and
a monoexponential decay function was tted to each set of TCF data. Correlation times of reorientation for each system were then extracted from the
ts and compared to literary examples.
The correlation time of reorientation

3.04

τ

for pure water was found to be

ps, which agrees with previous simulation and experimental results

presented by Laage & Hynes.

2.2 − 3.5

These simulations give water

τ2

a value of

ps depending on the water model used [2], [4].

The molecular orientation data collected from these systems indicate that
the water H-H bond reorientation time
are correlated.
tion and

τ

τ

and the system's salt concentration

This observed correlation between system salt concentra-

is the result of a marked slowdown in water reorientation dy-

namics caused by the transition-state hydrogen-bond eect induced by the
−
hydrophilic solute Cl [2].
The volume equilibration of some of the systems with high

NaCl

concen-

trations was not completed within the allocated equilibration time, leading
to a few shorter-than-desired productions runs.
systems with extreme

NaCl

Additionally some of the

concentrations did not experience complete vol-

ume equilibration during the allocated simulation time. Further testing with
longer equilibration and simulation times is required to properly equilibrate
these systems.
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